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Rental conditions Rent Easy France 
 
All rates and conditions are subject to change as required and without prior notification.  

Let op: onze voorwaarden zijn in het Engels geschreven. Dit voorkomt vertalingsfouten en misverstanden 

Standard inclusions 
 

- 250 kilometer per day (unlimited kilometers starting 15 days rental) 
- Deductible of € 2500,-  
- Navigation 
- Satelite dish, TV, Review-camera (except city) 
- Bicycle rack (not suitable for e-bikes) 
- Awning 
- Outside cleaning 

Camper is exclusive of 

- Bed linen 
- Dish set 
- Towel set, 
- Camping set (chairs and table)  
- And other extra’s 

Driver requirements 
 
The Hirer and any other driver must be at least 21 years old. For Vehicles above 3,5 tons the 
minimum age is 25 years. The Hirer and any other drivers must have been in possession of a Class III / 
Class B or comparable national driver`s license for at least one year – for Vehicles above 3,5 tons not 
less than 3 years – corresponding to the weight of the Vehicle. The delivery of the Vehicle requires 
the presentation by the Hirer and/ or driver(s) of the driver’s license and the valid identification 
card/passport at the time of taking possession. If a delay in taking possession occurs due to the non-
presentation of said documents, such delay shall be at the expense of the Hirer. 
 
Deposit/credit card 
 
The lessee shall pay the lessor a security deposit of €2,500,- The security deposit shall be paid by EC 
card, MasterCard or Visa Card on collection of the vehicle at the latest. Payment of the security 
deposit with a credit-based pre-paid credit card or in cash is not possible. 
 
Minimum rental period 
 
There is a minimum of 5 nights (depending on the season travelling) 
 
One-ways 
 
There are no one ways possible within France 
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Changes  
 
Changes may be made to a reservation confirmed to the Hirer from the date of reservation until at 
least sixty days before the agreed commencement of the rental period, as long as the Rental 
Company has alternative capacity, and the alternative booking corresponds in amount to the first. 
Rebooking is only possible in the same calendar year and at the same station, a change of station is 
not possible in case of rebooking. Later changes of bookings are not possible. If the booked travel 
period is shortened/reduced, the above-mentioned cancellation conditions apply to the cancelled 
nights. Each rental amendment will be charged according to the valid price list. After the conclusion 
of the contract, the Hirer is not entitled to any changes with regard to the beginning of term of 
rental. 
 
Cancellations 
 
The charge of Rent Easy is:  
50 days or more prior to pick up    30 % of total charges (min 300 euro) 
Between 49 days and 15 days before pick up   50% of total charges   
Between 14 days and 1 day before pick up    80 % of total charges 
On pick up day or no show     100 % of total charges    
 
The charge of Worldwide campers is:  
Between booking and 15 days before pick up     50 euro 
Between 14 days and day of pick up     100 euro 
 
Transfers 
 
There are no transfers possible for France 
 
Picking up/dropping of the vehicle 
 
Regular vehicle handovers take place Monday to Friday in the afternoon, returns take place Monday 
to Friday in the morning. You can find your booked pick-up time on your booking confirmation. Pick 
up and Drop Off times as shown in the rental contract are binding. On Saturdays collection and 
return are only possible by prior arrangement. This will incur an additional charge, to be agreed. The 
days of collection and return will be charged together as a single day, as long as a total of 24 hours is 
either not exceeded or only exceeded due to the fault of the Rental Company.  
 
The Vehicles are delivered with a clean interior and are to be returned by the Hirer in the same 
condition as are received. In the event of excessive soiling of the vehicle, which requires special 
cleaning of the vehicle, the Hirer will be liable for compensation to the Rental Company. Special 
cleaning costs will be charged according to expenditure, but at least a special cleaning fee of € 165.00 
for interior cleaning and at least € 275.00 for emptying the toilet, unless the Hirer proves that the 
Rental Company has incurred no damage or significantly less damage. 
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Breakdown assistance and repair reimbursement 
 
Repairs which become necessary to ensure the vehicle‘s operating and road safety may be 
commissioned by the lessee up to a price of €150.00 without consultation; more extensive repairs 
may only be commissioned subject to the lessor‘s approval. 
If the lessee ascertains a defect on the vehicle and omits to perform a repair which is required, the 
lessee shall nevertheless immediately notify the lessor of the defect and grant a reasonable period 
for the repair. The lessor shall not be held accountable for country-specific circumstances (e.g. 
infrastructure) which delay the repair. 
 
Travel restrictions 
 
For security and insurance reasons, the motorhome may only be used for journeys within the 
European Union, Switzerland and Norway. Any journeys to third countries are subject to the prior 
written approval of the Rental Company. In any case, the respective countries must be stated on the 
valid international insurance card. Journeys to areas affected by war or crisis are prohibited.  
 
Parking/Traffic Violations 

All costs incurred as a consequence of criminal activities or traffic offences committed by the hirer or 
a passenger will be collected by the hirer. Any fines imposed are charged to the hirer‘s account. 
 
Pets and animals 
 
Pets are allowed with Rent Easy, when mentioned and confirmed in advance  
 
Smoking  
 
Smoking in not allowed inside the Rent Easy vehicles 
 
 


